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Companies in many industries have long charged 
different customers different prices. For example, 
metro transit operators offer lower off-peak fares to 
balance loads across the day; cinemas charge more 
for 3-D movies; airports let you pay for a fast track 
to jump the line; theme parks sell family tickets; 
and a two-hour massage costs you less than two 
times what a one-hour massage does. 

Yet most container terminals charge customers  
as they have since the 1960s—a flat rate per 
container moved. To be sure, there are a couple 
of variables; operators charge more for laden 
boxes than for empties, and many charge less for 
transshipment than for import and export cargoes. 
By and large, however, terminal pricing is fairly 
simple: “a hundred bucks a lift.”

Does one size fit all? In the examples above, we 
see two kinds of differences. Certain industries 
capitalize on their customers’ different levels of 
price sensitivity; for a variety of reasons, some 
people or businesses will pay more for a given good 
or service than others will. Companies also reward 
customers for efficient performance by offering 
benefits such as volume discounts. 

This second kind of variable pricing interests us 
most, because it benefits both terminal operators 
and their customers, the container lines—the 
proverbial win-win. The dominant trend in 
shipping today, behemoth vessels, is putting 
strains on terminals and exposing the defects of 
uniform pricing. Here we propose an innovative 
pricing system. It is untested and surely not yet 
right in every detail, but represents a thesis that 
operators and lines (and alliances too) can debate. 

Much remains to be worked out, but we estimate 
that if the industry instituted variable pricing, the 
improvement in productivity would be worth  
$2 billion to $3 billion annually.

Bigger is not always better
Container lines continue to invest in ever-
larger and better-designed vessels, which offer 
unmatched economies of scale and fuel savings. 
Lines are also forming bigger alliances, which 
make filling these large vessels easier. As a result, 
ship sizes are increasing on the main Asia–Europe 
trade route, causing other, slightly smaller vessels 
to “cascade” across other trades. Terminals are now 
seeing larger vessels than ever before. In 2010, the 
biggest container ship in the world had a capacity of 
14,000 20-foot-equivalent units (TEUs). Today, the 
largest is almost 20,000 TEUs. By 2020, more than 
100 vessels in service will have a capacity of over 
18,000 TEUs.1 The current drop in fuel prices will 
not break this trend, since larger vessels are more 
economical even at today’s levels.

These big ships confront terminals with new 
challenges. As vessel sizes increase, terminals need 
to invest in new cranes, additional yard space and 
equipment, dredging, and strengthened quay walls. 
Larger ships also take up more space, naturally. 
When they’re delayed, the knock-on effect is bigger. 
Their boxes also take longer to unload because 
the crane trolley must move farther to reach the 
opposite side of wider vessels, reducing efficiency.

All that might be worthwhile if the big ships brought 
in new business or more business. But the number 
of containers loaded and unloaded onto each vessel 
hasn’t increased much (Exhibit 1). Terminals are 
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not receiving more income per ship, and their 
investments are not generating a sufficient return. 
It’s no surprise that some terminals, in their 
frustration, have gone so far as to push for regulatory 
oversight of vessel sizes. In their view, container 
lines are demanding more without paying more.

Pricing to the rescue
To bridge the gap, terminals should price to 
encourage productive behavior by their customers. 
Crucially, productivity also creates value for the 
lines, as it helps them reduce port times and thus 
cuts costs and makes schedules more reliable. 
The scope for mutually beneficial improvements 
is significant. As a terminal operator notes, “We 
can achieve 150 moves per hour off a vessel from 
one leading line but only 100 per hour off a same-

size vessel from one of the alliances.” The reason: 
“better stowage and fewer errors” in the former. 

Terminals can in fact develop a new pricing system 
(Exhibit 2). Critically, the proposed model is 
revenue neutral; increases in some areas offset 
decreases in others.

Key elements include:

 �  Berthing fees based on a vessel’s length—and 
lower charges per box. If terminals want more 
moves per call, they should provide an incentive. 
Ships occupy berth space unproductively for 
several hours per call, on arrival and before 
departure. The line should pay for this time. 
Airports successfully levy a fixed charge based 

Exhibit 1 Ship capacity and call size are only moderately correlated.

CDP
Rethinking pricing at container terminals
Exhibit 1 of 3

Calls at a large European terminal operator, 2014−15,
n = 697

Call size, 
number 
of moves

Ship capacity, TEUs1

1 TEU = 20-foot-equivalent unit, a standard measure of ship capacity.

 Source: Terminal operators’ data; McKinsey analysis
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on aircraft size and an additional per-passenger 
fee; this encourages larger aircraft and better use 
of limited slots and gates. Terminals can do the 
same through a fixed berthing fee and additional 
charges for boxes moved. Lines would pay about 
as much as they do now if they didn’t change their 
ways—but if they did redesign their networks to 
unload more boxes from each vessel, they would 
wind up paying less.

 �  Extra payments for popular berthing slots. In 
many terminals, all of the lines want to arrive 
at the same time—for example, Friday and 
Saturday, to catch China’s weekly exports. 
Terminals could charge more for berthing slots 
in peak times.

 �  Discounts for efficient stowage. The stowage of 
a vessel (the placement of each container that 
needs loading or unloading at a given port) is a 
critical driver of efficiency. Yet today, terminals 
charge as much for an efficient stow (with the 
result that several cranes load or unload boxes 
from locations across the vessel at the same 
time) as they do for an inefficient one (with 
many boxes to load or unload from adjacent 
bays, all in one part of a vessel, causing what 
the industry calls a “long crane”). Similarly, 
terminals charge the same for a box that needs 
only a short crane move (for example, from 
an above-deck location close to the quay) as 
for a long move (say, from below deck on the 
far side of the vessel). Yet the latter can take 

Exhibit 2 The new pricing model would encourage efficiency.

CDP
Rethinking pricing at container terminals
Exhibit 2 of 3

Cost item

Ship-based 
costs

Fee charged

–

Berthing fee, >350 meters $10,000/ship

Berthing fee, 300–350 meters $7,500/ship

Berthing fee, 250–299 meters $5,000/ship

Berthing fee, <250 meters $2,500/ship

Berthing fee based 
on ship length (which 
drives quay utilization)

Box-based 
costs

Base move $65/move

Far-side supplement  $20/move

Below-deck supplement $20/move

Base-move costs are 
lower, at $65

Additional 
costs

Twin-tandem lift $20/move

Processing stowage plan >24 hours in advance $500/plan

Processing stowage plan <24 hours in advance $1,000/plan

Fee for move of box not stowed to plan $100/box

Unproductive-stowage fee (if average  $50/move
moves/bay < 20) 

Unproductive-stowage fee (if difference between  $500/hour
longest and shortest crane > 1 hour) 

Delayed-arrival fee, >24 hours 100% of berthing fee

Delayed-arrival fee, 12–24 hours 50% of berthing fee

Delayed-arrival fee, 3–12 hours 25% of berthing fee

Discounts Discount for terminal delay >24 hours 10% of total base-move fee

Discount for terminal delay 12–24 hours 5% of total base-move fee

Discount for terminal delay 3–12 hours 3% of total base-move fee

Supplement for 
hard-to-reach boxes

Discounts if terminal 
causes delays

Penalties for 
unproductive 
stowage

Penalties for 
late arrival
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twice as long. Quicker handling thanks to more 
efficient stowage creates value for lines too, as 
turnaround times go down. Lines can depart 
from ports at the scheduled times more often.

 �  Charges for delays and inaccuracies. 
Providing an accurate and timely stowage plan 
is important to help a terminal plan its crane 
deployment and yard work. Yet stowage plans 
generally contain errors (boxes that are not 
where they ought to be), often arrive late, and 
are amended at the last minute. Why shouldn’t 
terminals levy moderate charges for errors and 
late information if they create inefficiencies?

 �  Rebates when terminals are at fault. Obviously, 
accountability should not be all on one side. 
Suppose a terminal underdelivers—for example, 
a berthing slot isn’t available as promised, 
crane productivity is lower than agreed, or a 
vessel isn’t stowed to a line’s requirements. 
The terminal should offer the line a rebate to 
recompense it for delays and, more important, 
to get the reliability that both lines and 
terminals crave.

We have run simulations of this model, using the 
assumptions outlined in Exhibit 3. In a scenario 
in which lines follow their incentives, the cost 

Exhibit 3 Three scenarios show that incentives would probably have the 
desired effect.

CDP
Rethinking pricing at container terminals
Exhibit 3 of 3

Use of twin-tandem lift 5% of moves 2.5% of moves 0% of moves

Boxes stowed 
according  to plan 

100% of moves 92.5% of moves 87.5% of moves

Stowage-plan 
announcement

>24 hours in advance >24 hours in advance <24 hours in advance

Difference between 
fastest and slowest crane

1 hour 5 hours 10 hours

In-bay efficiency 
(>20 moves/bay)

97.5% of moves 95% of moves 92.5% of moves

Terminal delay No delay Delay of 3–12 hours >24-hour delay

1 In this scenario, average performance by lines generates costs similar to historical averages. 
Note: In all scenarios, berthing fee, base-move fee, and far-side/below-deck supplements are held constant, as independent of line behavior.

ILLUSTRATIVE

Good performance

~218

Old/base case1

~246

Bad performance

~273

Total cost per vessel call,
$ thousand
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per vessel call would drop. If lines allow their 
productivity to slip even further, their costs would 
rise. The new pricing model is not—and must not 
be—a disguised price increase.

Sunken treasure
The model may be revenue neutral, but that doesn’t 
mean it won’t create value. Assuming widespread 
adoption, the new incentives would promote 
more efficient behavior. We estimate that berth 
productivity across the industry would increase 
by about 10 to 15 percent, depending on the level 
of collaboration between terminals and lines and 
on regional characteristics. Quicker vessel calls 
allow terminals to resell the extra capacity created. 
Assuming one-third of terminals can resell the 
capacity (as not all terminals are maxed out today), 
that could bring $600 million to $900 million in 
extra revenue. Even terminals that do not benefit 
directly may be able to delay planned expansion.

Lines also benefit—in fact, more than terminals 
do. A standard extra-large vessel could spend three 
fewer hours in each port if terminals unloaded 
and loaded more quickly. It could therefore steam 
a little more slowly to the next port. On a typical 
leg (say, Algeciras to Rotterdam), this could save 
more than $900,000 a year for one weekly service 
alone. The industry-wide saving in fuel could be 
$1.3 billion to $1.9 billion.2 In addition, lines would 
benefit from increased reliability, which would give 
their networks the stability they desire.

Getting off to a good start
Put all this together, and the potential is 
enormous—$2 billion to $3 billion annually. How 
can lines, alliances, and terminals come together 
to capture this value, overcoming the barriers that 
have held them back in the past? First, all sides 
must establish trust and understanding. Terminals 

need to reassure the lines that this new approach 
is not a hidden price hike. A pilot project with one 
line to develop a new pricing plan that includes 
incentives as well as penalties for both sides would 
confirm the potential for a win-win. 

Second, terminals and lines need to communicate 
earlier, better, and more frequently about 
operational planning. The industry is headed that 
way in any case and already has the standards 
needed for electronic data interchange. Tools such 
as the Xvela platform, which stores stowage plans in 
the cloud, are one way forward to better visibility. 

Operators will need to consider the regulatory 
issues entailed in any kind of pricing change. They 
will also have to think about the alliance landscape; 
with boxes from several lines on the same ship, 
changes to pricing must be equitable to ensure that 
all customers receive the same treatment. 

In the end, of course, the proof is in the doing. 
Both sides need to see examples of success. Once 
the lines realize that variable pricing is in their 
interest as well as the terminals’, the seemingly 
extraordinary will become the new norm.  

1  “North Europe ports ‘congested and under-used both at the 
same time,’” Lloyd’s List, September 4, 2015, lloydslist.com.

2  Assuming that especially large vessels save two to three hours 
per port call; smaller ones would save proportionally less time.
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